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RightsLINK

1. First check to see if there is a Rights LINK connection through the publisher’s website. Navigate to the publishers page for the article or book from which the items comes and look for the PERMISSIONS link to form.
2. If your program requires you to place a print copy in the library, your form must state that you need permission for PRINT AND ELECTRONIC formats.
3. There can be no limitations on circulation in the RightsLINK permission.
4. If attained, be sure that you have copied the third party content with NO Adaptations and properly attributed the item in the caption.
5. Copy the RightsLINK license and no. into the Appendix, Permissions.

If there is no RightsLINK

1. Check with your librarian to be sure you have the proper rightsholder. It is usually NOT the author, but rather the publisher.
2. Prepare a request according to checklist below.

If you need to ADAPT [e.g. figure, table, instrument]

1. First obtain the RightsLINK permission to USE the item, if RightsLINK is available.
2. Then, I identify the rightsholder – usually the publisher, not the author.
3. Prepare a copy the 3rd party content [e.g. figure, table, instrument, photo] EXACTLY as it will appear in the dissertation, with proper attribution in the Caption, which should conform to the style [APA, Chicago, etc.]
4. Prepare a request according to checklist below.

Check list for Permission Requests:

1. Identify yourself as a student, writing a dissertation at Antioch University.
2. Request permission to reuse in your dissertation
3. State that your dissertation will appear in uses places using this language with these links:
   a. Proquest Dissertations and Theses Database and that Proquest is a Print on Demand Publisher [http://www.proquest.com/products-services/pqdt.html]
   b. Ohiolink Electronic Theses and Dissertations Center and that Ohiolink ETD Center is an open access archive [https://etd.ohiolink.edu/]


c. AURA: Antioch University Repository and Archive and that AURA is an open access archive.  http://aura.antioch.edu/

4. Attach a copy of the 3rd party content [e.g. figure, table, instrument, photo] EXACTLY as it will appear in the dissertation, with proper attribution in the Caption, which should conform to the style [APA, Chicago, etc.]

5. ADAPTATIONS: If you are requesting an Adaptation
   a. First get a RIGHTSLINK permission, just to use the original, if RightsLINK is available.
   b. Specifically state that you are requesting an adaptation
   c. Attach a copy of the original AND A copy if the adaptation exactly as it will appear
   d. Attach a copy of the RightsLINK permission

There can be no time limits on the permissions.

All Permissions go in an APPENDIX, Permissions

All Permission Requests to publishers, individuals, or organizations should include:

- an image or doc as to how it will appear in your ETD and how the original appears.
- A request for no time limits on a license.
- If you have CHANGED or adapted, be sure to request extra permission for the adaptation.
- In your request the copyright holder should be told that the dissertation will appear in:
  - Proquest UMI – Dissertations and Theses Database, a print on demand publisher
  - AURA: Antioch University Repository and Archive http://aura.antioch.edu/, an open access archive
  - OHIOLINK ETD Center https://etd.ohiolink.edu/, a statewide open access archive
  - Print copy for the library [for those programs still requiring print]